contribute to new studies on the`geographies of youth' at a time of marked global change and uneven development (Skelton and Valentine, 1998) . In this place-based analysis I consider how a group of young white men negotiate the transition to a postindustrial economy (see McDowell, 2000; 2002) . I investigate how global change impacts upon the local economy and influences the practices and aspirations of this once upwardly mobile social-class group. Drawing upon historically informed ethnographic material, I aim in the longitudinal analysis to distil the contradictions that lie behind their blunted ambitions and the need to elicit a`spectacular' performance of white masculinity in institutional, neighbourhood, and city-centre settings.
I begin by outlining the socioeconomic context of the region to examine how local^global relations have impacted upon`Geordie' identities in the North East. I then focus upon the labour histories and future aspirations of a local white masculine school subculture known as the Real Geordies. (2) Ethnography is used to consider the meaning of`Geordie' identity in the postindustrial moment and is undertaken at an urban scale in two key masculine zones, football and drinking. Finally, the geographical analysis intertwines theories of globalisation, political economy, and cultural studies to explore why a cluster of young white men should enact a narrow and vituperative subcultural response to deindustrialisation.
Local^global context: economic geographies of the North East`O
ffspring on Otterburn moors, mostly they breathed coal dust in damp seams. Offspring of rugged crags, white rivers and winds, mostly they tunnelled Black Gold. Most, hearing the term GEORDIE understood something philologists and rationalists failed to explain. They learned the earth at its dark core.'' Alan C Brown Geordies (undated, page 30)
The history of the North East is built upon an industrial spine of shipbuilding, coal mining, and heavy engineering. This heritage has been wrought into the very architecture of the landscape by 19th-century industrialists. Such captains of industry include Richard Grainger, John Dobson, Charles Palmer, William Armstrong, and the Stephensons, who combine to establish a strong masculine tradition. But it was coal mining, or what Hudson calls``carboniferous capital' ' (2000, page 31) , that was the initial catalyst behind the region's industrial development. The scale of the region's international standing can be measured when we learn that before World War 1 around 15^20 million tonnes of coal were being exported worldwide from the River Tyne. Indeed, the North East once contained the oldest coal-mining district, which acted as a piston powering international economic and commercial success in Britain, before the last remaining pit closed, in Ellington, in 1994. The closure of the Swan Hunter shipyard in 1993 and the subsequent struggle to resuscitate the (2) The term`subculture' was originally used to depict marginal or underground groups who were seen to be different (often`deviant') from a`mainstream' normative culture. In response to a series of critiques, more recently writers have favoured postmodernist analyses referring to lifestyle identities, tribes, neotribes, and club cultures (Bennett, 1999a; Featherstone, 1991; Redhead, 1997) . For the purposes of this cultural-materialist account the term`subculture' is maintained for its relationship to political economy. However, this does not mean that the respondents were either directly oppositional or a hermetically sealed group, as previous research may have implied (for example, Hall and Jefferson, 1977) .
shipbuilding industry are another part of the story of a region's changing economic infrastructure (Tomaney et al, 1998) . Despite periods of biting economic recession in the interim war years and prior to the take up of arms, during the 1950s unemployment rates rarely exceeded 3% in what was mainly a burgeoning local economy. However, the more recent history of the North East has concerned the painful transformation of a region relinquishing its strong industrial base and adapting to a new``condition of postmodernity'' (Harvey, 1990) . By the 1970s, employment patterns were split between the declining manufacturing core and the expanding service-sector economy. The trend continued apace in the 1980s, when less than a third of jobs were to be found in the traditional manufacturing economy of the region (see Robinson, 1988, pages 12^19) . Under the Thatcherite administration the North^South divide was exacerbated as the government invested in infrastructures in London, the South East, and especially along the M4 corridor (Lewis and Townsend, 1989) . With a mainly manufacturing base, the North East was especially affected by deindustrialisation, losing 38% of jobs between 1978 and 1984. These spatial divisions have continued albeit with their own internal, complex configurations of poverty and unemployment (Massey and Meegan, 1984) . Between 1978 and 1991 the region has seen a population exodus of 22%, whereas it has been demographically estimated that the South East will witness a population rise of 13% over the next twenty years. With youth unemployment standing at 50% in 1995, the limited opportunities for work may further encourage outmigration. (3) In this respect the Real Geordies inhabited a deindustrial landscape, not dissimilar to that of the`Valley Girls' identified in study of the Rhondda, South Wales.
Economic restructuring in the region has also led to changes in the conceptions of gender identity and the relationship between masculinity, work, and leisure. Indeed, some authors have suggested that the once familiar sexual division of labour organised around a male`breadwinner' and an expectation of women's domestic work is increasingly an outdated practice, even in the North East (Wheelock, 1994) . Instead, unemployment, part-time work, fixed-term contracts, shared parental duties, and female labour are growing features of the rapidly changing household economy (Jarvis et al, 2001 ). Women's employment has increased significantly with the growth of the service sector, making up nearly half of the labour force in a region where male employment continues to fall. More lately, new communication technologies have encouraged the development of telephone call centres, which are particularly salient to the North East economy and which prize`feminised' attributes such as keyboard skills and communication proficiency over the robust`masculine' qualities associated with the culture of manual labour. Within the sphere of the local political economy the decline of male-dominated manual labour, accompanied by a growth in office work and service-sector employment, has generated more gender-mixed workplaces and different cultural codes of practice.
Whereas the spatial division of labour in the North East once concentrated around the heavy industries associated with the shipyard and the pit, labour relations have now been further fragmented and splintered in the nexus of a new, intensified global economy. This in turn has encouraged what we may tentatively call a neẁ spatial division of leisure' which has seen the replacement of old workingmen's clubs and pubs with new corporate leisure industries, owned by large national and multinational companies (Chatterton and Hollands, 2001 ). On the one hand, this has encouraged urban regeneration in city-centre and dockland areas and led to greater participation of women in the North East nighttime economy. On the other hand, the new spatial divisions of leisure have eroded older pastime drinking traditions and led to the new local^global articulations we shall investigate.
In place of the declining industrial economy, a number of international investors have attempted to capitalise on the often nonunionised skilled and semiskilled labour supply so abundantly available. The new global economy has further witnessed the arrival of inward foreign direct investment (FDI) by way of East Asian multinational corporations (MNCs) including microelectronic companies such as Siemens in North Tyneside, Fujitsu near Darlington, Samsung at Billingham in Cleveland, and also the establishment of the Japanese Nissan car plant in Washington near Sunderland. The North East now has a new history of being a`branch-plant' economy: many companies relocated to the region but their headquarters have remained elsewhere. One attraction for the new microelectronic plants had been the availability of mechanical labour and a belief that the region's local engineering skills were transferable and compliant with the technical dexterity now required. Siemens and Fujitsu were also cognisant that the imposition of shift work during`unsociable' hours would be met with little resistance as the local labour force were familiar with these practices from colliery work and heavy engineering. The region's knowledge-based economy, the availability of cheap skilled and semiskilled labour, the lack of unionisation, and the culture of industrial labour were all key facets in enticing FDI (see Thrift, 1989) . (4) However, the`footloose' nature of MNCs has brought with it a need for new skills, greater social mobility, and more flexible patterns of work which may sit less easily with the aspirations of traditional youth masculinities designed around an investment in older occupations. Where the factory, shipyard, or colliery offered a masculine point of contact in the public world of work, these sites were, like workingmen's clubs, also a breeding ground for community solidarity and trade union activity (as witnessed in the famous Jarrow March of 1936 against the 74%`breadline' unemployment). In thesè new times' such strong local networks of support may find it more difficult to organise around foreign multinationals whose fleet-of-foot movements frequently demand cheap flexible labour, fixed-term contracts, and nonunionised activity in the global market. Thus, the mayfly life-span of Siemens semiconductor industry in North Tyneside saw the creation and loss of 1200 jobs between 1997 and 1998; similarly the opening of the Fujitsu plant in 1991 led to 555 redundancies when it closed only seven years later (see Dawley, 2000) .
It was within these`new' and increasingly uncertain times that the Real Geordies, a white masculine youth subculture, were negotiating the transition to adulthood and the uncertain promise of a white masculine labouring identity. The challenge for the young men in this study lies in coming to terms with the end of an industrial empire and with the region's declining economic status in the competitive global economy. The analysis explores how this particular subculture negotiated the transition from an industrial to a postindustrial or, more accurately, neoindustrial economy, in which the effects of globalisation are manifest at economic, social, political, and cultural levels within the locality.
Ethnography
At present, a considerable amount of quantitative (and some qualitative) research has been undertaken concerning the economic geography of North East England (Garrahan and Stewart, 1994; Hudson, 2000; Robinson 1988; Tomaney and Ward, 2001) . However, there is a paucity of detailed ethnographic research that meticulously engages with cultural identities and the socially embedded qualities of lived experience. (5) Although a full explication of these methods is not in the scope of this paper, ethnography and`thick' description can provide invaluable insight into human behaviour and create a segue between materialist and cultural analyses. The purpose here is to provide rich description of how groups and individuals respond to change within their immediate everyday contexts. As Bauder (2001) has recently argued, labourmarket geographers need to engage more carefully with``local uniqueness, situatedness and contingency'' (page 47) to understand how place influences life choices in the area of employment. The emphasis is, then, upon locally embedded experience and the manner in which social interactions are situated in time and place.
Ethnographic observation and thick description are deployed to provide aǹ embodied' account of young men's coming-of-age in deindustrial times. This can enable a more vivid representation of their lives to emerge. For Herbert, a main advantage of the method is that it``explores the tissue of everyday life to reveal the processes and meanings which undergird social action'' (2000, page 551). Ethnography may also implode established dichotomies between structure/agency, public/private, theory/practice, talk/action, fact/fiction, and even researcher/researched. For the purposes of this study, the method has been particularly useful for intertwining political economy with culture in the analysis of place and local identities. For the subcultural research undertaken, ethnography has been especially appropriate as,``intensive analysis and fine-grained detail provide the optimal way to illustrate and explicate the oft-stated connection between the life world of a social group and the geographic world they construct'' (page 551).
This ethnography combines historical, structural, and cultural approaches, the justification being to,``elucidate the linkages between the macrological and the micrological, between the enduring and structured aspects of social life and the particulars of the everyday'' (page 554). In other words, the research politicises the complex minutiae of everyday life by placing identities within broader social, economic, and cultural processes. The empirical analysis draws upon two years of fieldwork spent with young people in school, neighbourhood, and city-centre sites. This incorporates participant observation of young men in multiple settings,`thick' description of people and place, and taped semistructured interviews with groups and individuals. (6) A fieldwork journal was also used to recount events happening`on the move', such as nights out with the group. Crystallising responses through these different formats enables a multitextured analysis of daily life to appear. Moreover, longitudinal participant involvement means in-depth insights into individuals' social life-paths could be garnered over time and individuals could be observed in different places and situations. Although criticisms (5) For example, Environment and Planning D retains an exclusive focus upon human geography and frequently utilises qualitative analyses. However, it has been pointed out that only 8 out of 161 (5%) papers have used ethnographic field data (Herbert, 2000, page 550) . (6) The formal interviews were undertaken in Snowhill Comprehensive, a large state school which took students from 11 to 18 years and contained 1936 pupils, of whom 1869 were white UK citizens. The names of students have been changed to preserve their anonymity. The school contained an equal number of boys and girls, the majority of whom were from working-class backgrounds. The sixth form, where the respondents were based, totalled 270 students, of whom only 15 were from minority ethnic backgrounds, including those of Indian, Chinese, and Pakistani heritage (2 were simply classified as`other minority'). For further details, see Nayak (1999a) .
pertaining to specific elements of ethnographic research (for example, ethical issues, concerns over`objectivity', etc) are well-rehearsed (see Hamersley and Atkinson, 1989) , what is presented here is a series of positioned responses that are contingent upon the fluidity of context, situation, and group dynamics (see Frosh et al, 2002) . For these purposes ethnography remains an invaluable means through which to refine geographical concepts and to provide empirical specificity from which new positions and critical theoretical perspectives may arise (Katz 1994; Nast, 1994) .
The Real Geordies`.
.. cultures originally associated with local workplaces (the cotton mill, the docks, the steel works, or the cutlery workshop)`escape' into the larger local culture generally and leave their indelible imprint or traces over time at several different levels within that local social formation.' ' Taylor et al (1996, page 34) The Real Geordies were white, working-class young men aged 16 years who were born and raised in North East England. Although other students sometimes mixed with the group, the core members comprised Jason, Shaun, Steve, Filo, Carl, Fat Mal, Dave, Cambo, Duane, and Spencer, although others, including Jono and Bill, occasionally joined the group. Aside from Carl, whose parents lived in council dwellings, each of the Real Geordies came from families who were now classified as owner-occupiers, having purchased properties in the North East housing chain. Some were participants of white flight' from the inner city and now lived in districts that ranged from leafy suburban quarters to humble residential estates on the city outskirts. A prominent masculine legacy of manual labour ran through their familial biographies. With few exceptions all spoke of fathers, uncles, and grandfathers who had developed refined specialist skills as sheet-metal workers, construction workers, offshore operators, glaziers, fitters, and mechanics. (7) However, some members came from backgrounds where the tradition of manual labour had been sustained through the heavy industries of engineering, coal mining, and dock work. A smaller fraction also came from families connected to small businesses, including Jason's dad, who ran a fish stall in South Shields, Jono's dad, who was a cab driver for a local taxi firm, and Shaun's father, who was a publican. Even so, these individuals shared the same subcultural status as their peers and also had male relatives with an established tradition of hard manual labour in the North East. It appeared that the local political economy played a pivotal, though by no means determining, role in fashioning the subcultural identities of this particular group. By and large, then, the Real Geordies came from a stratum of the skilled English working class, once the`aristocracy of labour'. This habitation enabled them to invest in what Gray (1981, page 31) has described as the cult of the`respectable artisan'. This masculine heritage involved an element of craftmanship in which labouring skills and techniques were acquired through apprenticeships and tutoring schemes. Skilled and semiskilled occupations related to the construction industry and the higher echelons of the manufacturing economy commonly featured in their familial biographies. Cambo, Dave, Carl, and Spencer had fathers and elder brothers who were employed in recognised trades, including those of plumbers, plasterers, tilers, joiners,`brickies', and glaziers. Duane hoped to become a car mechanic like his father; Filo's dad had worked as a docker before gaining an engineering qualification that enabled him to fit and repair central-heating boilers; Steve said his dad was à sparkey' (a skilled electrician); Fat Mal's dad was a foreman in a factory; and Bill's father was reputed to have a relatively lucrative job in a sheet-metal plant.
Moreover, the traces of this specific labour history had left their mark upon the practices of the Real Geordies. Elements of an industrial heritage were embodied in an appreciation of skilled physical labour over mental agility, a collective sharing of heavy, often sexual, adult humour, and an established drinking capability (see Taylor and Jamieson, 1997) . As Cohen (1997, page 205) writes,``Growing up working-class has for many meant an apprenticeship to such an inheritanceöa patrimony of skill entailed in the body and its techniques, forging a quasi-congenital link between origins and destinies.'' Most recognisably, members took it upon themselves to enact the image of the`Geordie hard man' in classroom interactions, in football matches on the playground, and upon the wider social landscape of the city (Hollands, 1995) . The Real Geordies promoted the values of a muscular puritan work ethic (honesty, loyalty, selfsufficiency,`a fair day's work for a fair day's pay') in a situation where unskilled manual unemployment was increasingly the norm. The economic situation of the Real Geordies was especially uncertain in view of what now appears to be the permanent collapse of the local`hard' economic infrastructure. The Real Geordies believed iǹ hard graft' when it came to physical labour but felt the school did nothing to prepare them for what they invariably described as,``the reel world'' (Fat Mal). Consequently, they repeatedly informed me that lessons were``borin' mon'' and claimed they could not see the point in learning about Shakespearean literature or complex mathematical formulae when this would be of little use beyond the classroom. (8) When I pointed out that these skills might be transferable and could enable them to become more employable in the long term, a familiar reply remained,``There's nee' propa jobs anyway'' (Cambo). Instead, the Real Geordies knew that access to the jobs they required involved contacts,``It's who yer kna, like'' (Shaun), and as such saw through the contradiction in the national curriculum,``Laarnin'? Far us! Nee point waat so ever'' (Bill), in an institution where,``Teachers only favour the posh'uns öthe only thing I larnt aboot is to hay'ut school'' (Filo).
The industrial credentials of the subculture were also embodied in their name. Today,`Geordie' is a geographical representation of people from Newcastle upon Tyne, the Tyne Valley, Northumberland, Wearside, South Tyneside, and Durham. Yet, formerly it was synonymous with industrial labour and was literally, amongst other competing definitions, a term for pit workers (see Colls and Lancaster, 1992 for further discussion). The question then arises, if the Real Geordies could no longer bè Real' in the true occupational sense, then what does it mean to be Geordie in the late-industrial economy, and, more pertinently, have we witnessed the last of the Real Geordies? Instead, the ethnography reveals that in the out-of-work situation the meaning of`Geordie' is being constituted elsewhere, in the realm of leisure and consumption. (9) For Thompson (1982) class consciousness can better be understood in terms of historical materialist relations that have cultural meaning,``embodied in (8) This was deeply contradictory as the young men had chosen to stay on in the sixth form, though many reflected that a number of peers had previously left. Many were ambivalent about staying on but provided various responses. Sixth form could forestall the dole queue; give them time to consider their options; give them`headspace'; get them out of bed in the morning; provide qualifications that may allow for higher wages in the future; keep parents off their back. (9) For writers from the Centre of Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham, the formation of a masculine subculture can itself represent an attempt to`magically recover' the traditional working-class community through`rituals of resistance' (Clarke, 1977; Hall and Jefferson, 1977) .
traditions, value-systems, ideas, and institutional forms'' (page 8). As we shall find, a Real Geordie identity was being consolidated in other social arenas beyond that of the traditional workplace.
In the main the Real Geordies had already rejected the upwardly mobile passage into further or higher education, careers, and deskwork. But this did not mean they had rejected the work ethic itself. Indeed, many were critical of`scroungers' and spongers', that is, those who relied on unemployment benefits for long periods (see Willott and Griffin, 1996) , and sought to establish a symbolic boundary of whitè respectability' (see Skeggs, 1997) between themselves and young people from unemployed families. (10) In keeping with Thompson's (1982) portrait of 19th-century rural artisans and skilled members of the working class, the Real Geordies also construed themselves to be a`cut above' other local youth cultures on account of a proclaimed labouring heritage. They were found to construct a sense of white entitlement not only in relation to the local economy but also through and against other youth cultures. This revealed the relational connectivity that existed between the different local youth formations. Here, the emphasis is upon the discursive enactment of whiteness through labour and on the variety of ways young people respond to global change. For the Real Geordies, relegating other youth subcultures to the margins of whiteness was a means of performing an imagined`authentic' white masculinity. In the absence of a significant ethnic minority population the Real Geordies did not simply affirm their whiteness in relation to blackness as other writers have shown (Back, 1996; Cohen, 1993; Hewitt, 1986) but also through and against other forms of white subjectivity. (11) Through these subtle distinctions the Real Geordies could present themselves as a`cut above' other young people on account of their local embedded history and`superior' white labouring credentials.
Although publicly the Real Geordies appeared to hold similar attitudes, opinions, and desires, privately there were some notable differences. Although a few respondents expressed upwardly mobile tendencies, many did not, revealing the biographically contingent aspects of labour transitions, despite shared experiences of gender, class, and ethnicity (see also Hollands, 1990; MacDonald et al, 2000) . Such accounts fracture any simple notions of the subculture as a monolithic, hermetically sealed unit. For example, Steve may have been somewhat exceptional in viewing A levels as a direct means to improve his chances of working in a bank. Moreover, he spoke discretely to me about considering options for higher education. (12) Also, Duane wanted to do an HND in mechanical engineering at a local college and a number of others showed preferences for vocational training courses. Others were in a situation like Filo, who had learnt much about fitting boilers from his father but at present lacked approved qualifications. Similarly, Cambo frequently speculated that there were`stacks' to be made in building conservatories but was unsure quite how to put this plan into action. Carl and Jason, meanwhile, wanted to extend their current part-time employment in the service sector. They felt assured in the knowledge that, although such work meant (10) These youth were referred to as Charver Kids or Radgies, a street-based youth culture which resided in an impoverished inner-city quarter. The subculture was associated with car crime and street crime (see Campbell, 1993) and was reputed to be part of a`white trash' urban underclass. The analysis of Charvers will be the focus of a future paper. (11) For example, the subculture was notably hostile towards`thieving' Charver Kids and local white youth who adopted elements of black culture (as demonstrated in Bennett, 1999b; . (12) Such accounts made problematic the notion that the Real Geordies were as homogenous in their desires as they may have appeared. Indeed, individuals would frequently present themselves in a different manner when with the peer group as opposed to in one-to-one conversations. This validated the longitudinal methodology as it enabled me to situate respondents within multiple, sometimes conflicting, accounts.
it remained financially difficult to leave the parental home, employment offered them the opportunities to work a regular`nine-to-five' shift and the possibilities of future managerial training in the quest for a``reel job'' (Carl). This temporary lifestyle would also enable them to maintain subcultural affiliations based on a commitment to``birds, booze and a fuckin' nite oot once in a while!'' (Jason). Consequently, they saw little point in saving money and were determined to spend what they earned on clothes, drink, music, football, and what Carl termed,``living for the weekend''. The emphasis here was on`making do'. In this context, attachments to locality and an extending dependency on the parental household become increasingly widespread features of working-class young lives (Hollands, 1997) .
When it came to the world of labour, the Real Geordies were neither`work shy' or lazy', as some teachers had claimed, nor were they devoid of employment strategies. Instead, they were concerned with practical knowledge and negotiating various life paths that would preserve rather than eradicate their subcultural allegiance to football, drinking, and going out. They regarded themselves as would-be workers, in contradistinction to the masculine criminal underclass identified in Campbell's (1993) analysis of the region. For the Real Geordies the notion of the`breadwinner' identity encompassed a virtuous sense of masculine pride, labour, and white credentials, forming a potent symbol that the US historian Roediger has discussed at length. Roediger explains how,``In popular usage, the very term worker often presumes whiteness (and maleness) ... its actual usage also suggests a racial identity, an identification with whiteness and work so strong that it need not even be spoken'' (1992, page 19). It was this unspoken' concept of workmanship that the Real Geordies evoked in their day-to-day activities. In many ways gender and ethnicity were displaced into locally specific practices and forms of identification symbolised in being a Real Geordie. Thus, the Real Geordies were similar to the Geordie youth referred to by Coffield et al, whosè`l ocalism operated sometimes as a fortification behind which new ideas (like a multicultural society) could be ignored and parochialism flourish '' (1986, page 143) . In this respect, the subculture deployed regional identity in a more stringent manner than other youth and carefully`policed' who could rightly lay claim to being an authentic Geordie. Most certainly, the Real Geordies believed they resided within thè respectable' rather than the`rough' wedge of working-class culture.
With its once famous shipbuilding industry the North East has became a symbol of the`Iron North' and its workers are regularly depicted as having an iron, masculine constitution to match. In the late-industrial period the muscular prowess of white Geordie masculinity is being called into question. This has resulted in the surrender of the concept of life-long employment with a firm, in which the cultivated attributes of the Real Geordies ö loyalty, hard graft, and routine ö would now go unappreciated. The closure and general uncertainty surrounding North East microelectronic plants has already incurred large-scale job losses that have severely impinged upon the work-based horizons of the Real Geordies. At present, the plants at Siemens and Fujitsu have been reoccupied by Atmel and Filtronic Plc, respectively, though it remains to be seen whether the new employment on offer will carry the cachet of long-term job security. Indeed, the closure of these former sites most directly affected the group, who had witnessed the devastating impact of redundancy on neighbours, immediate family, and other relatives. For the subculture concerned, Geordie identity was now most noticeably being refashioned in two zones ö football and the practice of going out drinking. Each of these arenas held parallels with the workplace in offering a space for masculine bonding, routine, and regulation iǹ risky' and uncertain times. Accordingly, if a shared labour heritage was a subtle point of commonality used by the Real Geordies to invoke an imaginary sense of community, then football and public-house drinking were equally important arenas for this process of cultural imagining. Each of these practices will be described in detail before an analysis of work, leisure, and labour history is undertaken. With the local employment situation so unstable, the transition into the masculine world of work would remain, in many cases, as if in a perpetual state of deferral. As such, the Real Geordies were like flies in amber, having become petrified in the hardened solution of an older period from which their values descended.
Refashioning Geordie: football supporting`A t the end of the day, we're the Real Geordies and no one can take that away from us.'' Dave Most Real Geordies held season tickets at St James's Park and were critical of armchair' supporters, viewers who only watched the team in domestic settings on television. Supporting the`mags' was an embodied, full-time occupation and involved considerable expense for a hard-core minority who followed the team home and away. Escapades relating to fighting, drinking, being chased, etc were recounted with as much gusto as goals. For the group, being Geordie meant physically supporting the team on the terraces and beyond. They insisted that it was important tò`s tand up for yersel'' against both official authority (teachers, the police, public figures) and in other situations (during disputes with family members or girlfriends, in response to opposing football supporters, in street fights). Moreover, they pointed out how their fathers had done the same thing when they were young and even encouraged this masculine posture as a sign of developing manhood: perfect preparation for the industrial world of work. (13) Crucially, it was at the symbolic level (a father's dream, a running commentary on the back streets, the wearing of a football shirt with the name of Alan Shearer) that football and football support became a substitute for work.
The young men in this study epitomised John Hall's`Geordie Nation', (14) that is, they saw Newcastle United Football Club (NUFC) as the cornerstone on which Real Geordies were brought into being. Recent work has already suggested that a peculiarly intense relationship exists between``the great leviathan of football'' (Taylor, 1992 , page 120) and local masculinities in the region . The attachment to place was such that a number of respondents expressed how friends, family, and ownership of a NUFC season ticket were too much to relinquish. On match days the Real Geordies took pride in being part of a social collective, NUFC's`toon army'. Even so, the practices of the group served to highlight the difficulty in affirming this identity when creative economic negotiations had to take place in order to be seen to support the club. Overall, many of the Real Geordies displayed a startling creativity when it came to financing their support of NUFC. For example, some shared season tickets in an attempt to spread the expense; a few had taken up part-time jobs, including paper rounds, work in petrol stations, supermarkets, and fast-food chains; some relied on parental sacrifices, which were paid back in other ways; a couple of members claimed to simply`know people'; others got fast cash as reputed dealers in`dodgy goods'. As MacDonald's portraits of young people in the North East community of Teeside show, (13) The impact that`spectacular' masculine practices can have upon girls and young women has been the focus of feminist accounts of subculture (McRobbie and Garber, 1975) , and more recent research has examined how these rituals impact upon subordinated masculinities (Connell, 1995; Nayak and Kehily, 2001) . (14) John Hall is the Chairman of Newcastle United Football Club and has publicly stated his dream to see eleven Geordie players playing for Newcastle United.
``fiddly jobs'' (1999, page 177) form a core part of the local youth economy and can also be seen as a creative response towards future labour insecurity. Another means of balancing support for the team against economic hardship was to watch games screened in pubs and a local cinema as a compensatory manoeuvre. This secondary viewing activity, though no substitute for``gannin' the gemme'', was recognised as a reaction to a tight financial situation, and symbolically given prestige over the practices of the`armchair supporter'. Significantly, drinking and collective viewing allowed for the match-time experience to be recreated in the male environment of the public house. Furthermore, just as certain parts of the ground are mythologised as`home ends' (in this case, the Gallogate End), particular`standing room only' pubs were seen as more appropriate viewing points for these`celluloid supporters'. As the phrase suggests, these latter supporters could simulate being at the match, but would have to authenticate their allegiances further if they wanted to be taken seriously as`Real'.
Being a Real Geordie became an embodied activity that stretched from donning the shirt to having NUFC emblems tattooed on the skin, as undertaken by Cambo and Fat Mal. Fighting, drinking, and vociferously cheering the team on were all part of the corporeal labour involved. It was with some precision that the Real Geordies could recall match results, names of goal scorers and times at which goals had been taken; yet at the same time they looked down on some other NUFC supporters who had achieved this knowledge secondhand and derided them as`anoraks'. The Real Geordies depicted`anoraks' as supporters who studiously supported the team, had a penchant for statistics, but were ultimately [like the`ear'oles ' Willis (1977) encountered], passive observers. The split between having a`mental' knowledge of the team and a`physical' know-how gleaned from firsthand experience (prematch drinking, cheering the lads on, fighting and chasing other supporters) was used to distinguish them as`Real' in comparison with other school-student supporters. Local youth who supported the club, then, broadly consisted of Real Geordies, who regularly went to`the gemme', celluloid supporters', who gathered in a pub, and`armchair supporters' and`anoraks', who watched quietly on Sky TV or listened to the game on local radio in the privacy of a domestic setting. Notably, this`armchair' viewing was regarded as a feminised activity, a move away from the male bonding achieved in the public house or stadium, towards women, the family, and the global media enterprise. The Real Geordies distinguished between such gendered public and private viewing, discriminating positively in favour of the former and negatively against the latter. These viewing practices were neither separate nor distinct, however, as members would often combine each of these activities depending on finances, if NUFC were playing away, or if they had other social commitments. Thus, the claim to be`authentic' or Real was in actuality more complex than it first appeared as it involved negotiation and a continual performance of renewal.
Refashioning Geordie: drinking and going out`A pint with the boys In a buffle of noise That's livin' alright.''`L iving alright', theme from Auf Wiedersehen, Pet`N ewcastle is rightly famed for its pubs. After all, where else in the country is the Friday/Saturday night session such an institution?'' Newcastle University Student Union Handbook for 96/97 (page 54)
The current fascination with a`night on the toon' has seen the North East represented less as an area with a declining manufacturing infrastructure, and more as a`party city' for the hedonistic activities of drinking and clubbing (Hollands, 1995) . Accordingly, some writers have commented that the region has``rarely been far from the top of the nation's drunkenness table'' (Bean, 1971, page 223) . Coffield et al (1986, pages 132^133) also found,``The strongest tradition followed by the young adults we knew was drinking alcohol''. They go on to point towards how,``The importance of drinking to the local community was reflected in the large number of words used for being drunk, including`stottin',`mortal',`pissed', and`smashed' ''. Furthermore, a limited survey by Weismann Travel, an in-flight US-based travel consultant, was recorded in the UK national press, which rated the region's principal city, Newcastle, as the eighth party city in the world, cultivating the image of the Geordie well beyond the former boundaries of an occupational legacy. Such images may tell us less about the actual nighttime economy of an area and more about the regard with which working-class cities are deemed to be places for excessive partying and wild stag or hen nights (Chatterton and Hollands, 2001 ). These current representations are a sharp contrast to the drab, industrial image of the city as replete with old miners in flat caps, grey factories, dog racing, and fog on the Tyne. Drinking culture remains firmly tied to the North East industrial heritage. Today, pubs with names such as The Baltic Tavern, The Free Trade, The Ship Inn, and Offshore 44 testify to the working-class ancestry of shipping, trade, and labour upon the River Tyne. Bean (1971, page 97) has previously alluded to other pubs called:``the Hydraulic Crane, the Rifle, the Gun, the Ordnance Arms, the Forge Hammer, the Crooked Billet, the Moulders Arms, the Mechanics Arms, the Shipwrights Hotel, the Vulcan, the Blast Furnace ö and many, many more. '' Elsewhere (1980) , he compares the former row of drinking establishments near a cluster of local engineering traders to``a chain of industrial oases'' (page 5). However, as most residual pubs have now either vanished or come under new ownership in the lateindustrial context, the ties between drinking and work have been spatially and culturally displaced. This history provides an interpretative backcloth against which contemporary drinking cultures are being produced.
The Real Geordies enjoyed dressing in smart shirts and meeting up with one another in city-centre spaces. They would pass through a series of pubs, usually having just one drink in each as they linked up with other members to form a chain for`circuit drinking'. This hedonistic display allowed them to be seen in a number of public places and so belied the appearance that money could be a meagre resource. (15) Furthermore, the circuit ritual enabled those who missed the preliminary meeting place to join the chain at another venue. Circuit drinking remained, then, a highly regulated activity forged through familiar rituals and routine practices. The Real Geordies all dressed in subtle variations of a recognised style, they knew which pubs would be frequented and in exactly which spots the others could be found; at all times, they never lost sight of whose turn it was to get the drinking round in. Moreover, they had a detailed knowledge of the price of drinks in corresponding venues and on special weekdays (for example, to mark the end of exams or a birthday celebration) were able to map out their drinking circuit to take advantage of`happy hours',`two-for-one' offers, and the like. Bottled lagers were favoured at the time of the research as they allowed the`lads' to encompass a larger drinking territory than would otherwise have been possible if pints were drunk at each establishment. Bottled lager enabled drinks to be sipped slowly if money was tight with less obvious attention and had the added benefit of being harder to`spike' in dimly lit clubs. New places were always given a try, assessed accordingly, and subsequently incorporated or rejected from future drinking routes.
(15) To facilitate under-age drinking, certain bars that were renowned for younger-age drinkers were frequented. Another trick to bypass wary doormen was to enter with a group of young women,`'
Cos the bouncers neva turn lasses awayönot in a group anyway'' (Shaun).
Favourite`watering holes' included those with a club-style atmosphere where DJs would be playing loud house and chart music. The visiting of a number of venues provided a structure for the evening; it offered variety and allowed the subculture to have a heightened public display in the city centre. Moreover, circuit drinking appeared to increase the potential of`funny happenings' in what can be understood as a modern-day form of promenading. In this way, the subculture recuperated older forms of an industrial white masculine culture through collective rituals related to male drinking, fighting, football, and sexual conquest. Thus, funny stories' referring to passing out, throwing up, or acting completely out of character when under the influence of alcohol were reported ösuch as the time Filo insisted on urinating from the Tyne Bridge and ended up with``pissed-streaked troowsers!'', or the occasion when Fat Mal ruined his best silk shirt when he fell asleep on top of his kebab and chilli sauce after a heavy night out with the`lads', and so on and so forth. The Real Geordies appeared to derive great satisfaction from relating humorous events, sexual narratives, and tales of casual,`funny' violence (see Nayak and Kehily, 2001 , for discussion). Indeed, these shared stories served to bind the group together and provided them with a sense of collective history and mutual experience.
On an unplanned night out with the Real Geordies I saw how one such event could provide ammunition for further narration. Outside a chip shop we encountered a raucous crowd of Bigg Market`lasses' who taunted us with a colloquial rhyme,``Buy us some chips, and you can feel me greasy tits!'' High spirits instigated a scene where Steve and Spencer were attempting to nibble chips from the cleavage of two giggling lasses' while a boisterous food fight erupted between the others, as a set of sheepish customers looked on. As a consequence, we were barred from the chip shop; but for the Real Geordies,``It wor worth it'' (Duane) as``It were a reet laff mon'' (Cambo), and``We even got a bit of breast with wor chips!'' (Steve). (16) In the absence of a regular wage such masculine exhibitionism appeared to be of pronounced symbolic importance. It enabled the subculture to displace, and so retain, the occupational meaning of`Geordie' in the dead zone of industrial inactivity. These actions also provided the group with a repertoire of narratives to further augment their investments in the culture of`hard' labour. Evidently, the Real Geordies were nostalgic about a time they had never experienced. In this respect it is not past events themselves that were of significance but the emotional investments that were felt to be embodied in these real or imagined social practices.
Despite changes to the manufacturing base, the Real Geordies maintained`felt' investments in the traditional basis of working-class culture. These emotions were present in their nostalgic affection for the region; the emphasis on male drinking pursuits; a heavy, physical humour; the smattering of stories about fighting and sexual exploits; the abundant parochial conservatism which coloured much of their opinions on gender, sexuality, and ethnicity. And yet, leisure activities related to terrace chanting or to Bigg Market drinking may not be so far removed from emotional investments present within masculine work-based cultures. Local writers such as Lancaster have emphasised the role of the`carnivalesque':``P it-hardened' young males, with no pit or shipyard within which to vent their machismo, sublimate their traditional industrial toughness into the carnivalesque ... . Indeed, it could be argued that the carnivalisation of popular culture provides a vital emotional prop for coping with rapid change'' (1992, page 61).
(16) Such`hypermasculine' displays could at times present tensions in the research process (see Gough and Edwards, 1998) . Although I did not wish to be seen to endorse the`laddish' behaviour of the group, I was equally conscious not to appear overpatronising as this could result in respondents monitoring their behaviour in ways that would not have been in keeping with the method of participant observation.
By interpreting the diverse social practices of the Real Geordies (gannin' the match, Bigg Market drinking, having a`laff ') as a`vital emotional prop' in uncertain times, we gain further insight into the deep investments made in these activities. As Massey (1995, page 49) has noted,```traditions' are often themselves hard to grasp in an increasingly globalised world, and may be reduced to the`commodified',`pastiche', often romanticised' and`partially illusory' presentations.'' Indeed, the postmodern language of carnivalesque, masquerade, parody, and pastiche may offer a more playful means of interpreting the plight of the Real Geordies in the postindustrial city than the version presented here. Instead, this analysis has concentrated on the`risk' and uncertainty of the global economy, the fragmentation of labour markets, and the upheaval experienced by locally embedded communities. Critically, the meaning of`Geordie' was no longer about production (the colliery, shipyard, or factory) but had been displaced into the arena of consumption (football, drinking, and going out). Without advanced qualifications, social mobility, and solid training experience the task of securing stable employment would not be easy for the Real Geordies. The extent to which subcultural practices can retain their`magical' properties of recuperation in the adult world now remains especially problematic.
The anatomy of labour: the price of an industrial inheritancè`W hen people speak of ... having`coal in their bones', they are talking about an apprenticeship to this kind of inheritance ... the assertion of this kind of proprietal pride involves strategies of social closure which define all those who are held to lack such credentials as`outsiders' and a potential threat.' ' Cohen (1993, page 33) Although the concept of`Geordie' has changed over time, the identity prevails despite the complete closure of collieries in the North East. We would be mistaken in believing that, because the Real Geordies could never be`Real' in the true occupational sense as a pit worker, a number of symbolic associations did not take place. As Cohen remarks above, the idea of`coal in your bones' is itself a type of apprenticeship literally embodied in the sublimated white, male, working-class practices presented. (17) Thus, the Real Geordies continued to retain a locally specific investment in the declining regional work-based activities of mining, shipping, and steel-related industries in a period of increased fragmentation and globalisation. As a birthright, symbols of industry have a privileged place in the psychic economy of this particular subculture, though the`anatomy of labour' was now displaced into other cultural activities. To this extent, in the North East,``The legacy of a culture of waged labour has thus proved highly resistant to change'' (Hudson, 2000, page 82) . In a study of postindustrial masculinities in Sheffield, Taylor and Jamieson (1997) draw attention to the economic and cultural value still retained through the nostalgic remembrance of former apprenticeship schemes in the steel industry. Drawing on the work of Connell (1995) , they found that the cult of being``Little Mesters''öthat is the``master cutler''öwas symbolically carried by contemporary generations of young men and experienced as a`protest' form of masculinity. The authors point out that, although masculinity is recognised as closely tied to the concept of labour, unemployment does not entail,``the sudden and total evacuation of men from the symbolic terrain of work, or the loss of work references in the discursive construction of hegemonic forms of masculinity'' (page 166). Certainly, this was the case for the Real Geordies who encompassed many of the complex social class characteristics identified in the work of Williams (1973, page 65):`. .. the new generation responds in its own ways to the unique world it is inheriting, taking up many continuities, that can be traced, and reproducing many aspects of the organisation, which can be separately described, yet feeling its whole life in certain ways differently, and shaping its creative response into a new structure of feeling.'' In this sense, the Real Geordies were managing a`structure of feeling' that intersected with their educational aspirations, cultural values, and leisure pursuits. The identification with a`golden past' enabled the Real Geordies to construe themselves as the eternal`backbone of the nation', salt-of-the-earth natives who had failed to inherit an industrial heritage that was rightfully theirs.
In the absence of life-long labour the Real Geordies appeared to be enacting the unspoken traces of a former occupational culture that was socially embedded in familial biographies and shared regional peer-group values. Thus, although the collapse of traditional apprentice schemes may have affected the Real Geordies most markedly in view of their familial labour histories, it had not dislodged their investments in an industrial lineage and the anatomy of labour. (18) Rather, these imaginary points of identification with manual, life-long occupational culture were foundational to the practice of a working-class identity. As the regional training and development coordinator for the North East microelectronics industry recalled,``There's very much a pit mentality in-bred into young people here''. In these circumstances the Real Geordies came to occupy the position of a`residual' labouring culture (Williams, 1985) . Here, the long shadow of an industrial past that celebrated full employment, continuity, and a strict sexual division of labour, cast itself darkly upon the exaggerated performances of the Real Geordies.
Despite recent transformations, the participants exuded a self-righteous confidence in the face of the prevailing bleak economic situation. Indeed, the subculture was able to maintain the illusion of white masculine prowess despite the depletion of the manufacturing base by reconfiguring the anatomy of labour in other ways, as we saw primarily in relation to football, going out rituals, and the dismissal of other youth cultures. Loyalty to the region as expressed through the support of NUFC, and the perseverance of working-class manliness exhibited through drinking, fighting, humour, and alleged sexual prowess made this transition temporarily possible (Canaan, 1996; Nayak and Kehily, 2001) . In effect, an imaginary set of identifications was taking place that engaged with recognised forms of industrial white masculinity. The empty space left by deindustrialisation was thereby filled by the`hereditary' promise of a white manhood that could be reiterated in other social arenas. Thus, the Real Geordies could embody the heroic elements of manual labour through an appeal to local culture and a corporeal enactment of white masculine excess. According to Cohen, white working-class males may``live their class subjection through the proto-domestic features of their labour, but in such a way as to dissociate themselves from both by assuming imaginary positions of mastery linked to masculine`pride in place ' '' (1993, page 82) . That these relations may be an`imaginative' reworking of a mythic version of working-class culture does not diminish their significance, nor does it alter the`lived realities' of growing up as working class in the`global outpost' of North East England (18) This contrasts with another local study by Coffield et al in the mid-1980s which declared,`y oung adults who never have had a job have no occupational identity at allöthey are not even an unemployed shop assistant or joiner, they are simply unemployed '' (1986, page 81). Instead, the Real Geordies culturally reimagined a manual occupational identity which they embodied in daily rituals. For more recent local accounts see (MacDonald, 1999; MacDonald et al, 2000) . (Hudson, 2000) . The fictitious relationship the Real Geordies had with the former world of manual labour meant that they were continually recasting the past as an``imagined community'' (Anderson, 1984) . That the subculture remained deeply nostalgic about a period they had never experienced did not lessen their sense of estrangement, indeed, their actions continued to be encased in the mythical traditions of a former era. In the contemporary moment the Real Geordies were men out of time, the unreconstructed outsiders-within whose claim to regional authenticity remained forever symbolic.
Conclusion
The ethnographic data collected indicate that, in an increasingly globalised and shrinking' world, place-based identities continue to be of significance. The rich industrial traditions of the North East region are not easily dislodged from the sociocultural economy of young lives as the accelerated period of late modernity may lead us to suggest. Rather, the embodied practices of the Real Geordies would denote that young people are constructing a new sense of place from the rusting metal carnage of deindustrialisation that at once draws upon, but imaginatively reconfigures, former traditions. At the same time, the creative reworking of local labouring traditions in an era of industrial inactivity has given way to the sublimation of a`breadwinner' identity and its reenactment through an exaggerated display of white industrial masculinity.
In dissecting the discursive practices of the Real Geordies their subcultural responses must be understood as both the outcome of, and to some extent the precursor for, both resistance and accommodation to multifaceted local^global transformations. Here, young men were found to be making different life choices that were negotiated through the local culture to varying degrees. Significantly, being a Real Geordie was no longer about economic production and the materiality of lifelong labour, drudgery,`craft', and graft'. Rather, Geordie identity was anatomically retrieved through the art of consumption as enacted on the urban scene through the signs, symbols, and the motifs of`real' labour. Thus, the culture of manual labour was recuperated and refashioned in new, out-of-work spaces that resonated with the eerie echo of industrial prowess.
The study illustrates that, although key debates in economic geography may shed light upon how young lives are materially structured, they may be less sensitive to the contextual contingency of biographical life paths and the subjective, and highly localised, investments in corporeal labour, folklore, pastimes, and traditions. (19) The Real Geordies were then enmeshed in a complex spatial network of relations that drew upon kinship histories, peer-group culture, football supporting, subcultural differentiation, and leisure activities. Empirically grounded, sophisticated histories of the circuits of cultural production and consumption may now better enable us to capture the embodied spatial practices and seemingly`irrational' desires that may come to underpin young people's emerging identities. This would suggest that as social relations become increasingly stretched over time and space, and places are drawn incommensurably closer together, locality and identity will continue to be of relevance in these changing times. With this in mind, we still appear some way off from witnessing the last of the Real Geordies.
(19) According to Jackson,``Cultural geographers should be concerned not just with tracing the effects of successive rounds of capital investment and disinvestment in particular regions and localities, accounting for their differences in terms of their distinctive histories and geographies. They should also begin to explore the diverse ways in which those processes are culturally encoded: how workingclass history is appropriated and symbolically transformed in the course of urban development for example ... . But so far these ideas have found few adherents in human geography'' (1995, page 185).
